You CAN MAKE AN IMPACT WITHOUT EVEN LEAVING
YOUR HOME!!!
Have you ever wondered how you can make a difference in the life of a young
person right where you live? In July our community will be visited by a group of
students from Spain. These students, ages 14 to 17, want to learn about the American
way of life, and improve their English speaking skills. They desire to live with, and
become a part of an American family as a son or daughter. During their short 4 week
stay they will live as a member of the family. They can accompany their new family on
vacation, picnics, as well as help with their chores; and the family members in turn may
join the student on their activities (NYC, Philadelphia, Six Flags, etc...)
This program is sponsored by the non-profit organization Intercultural Friends
Foundation (IFF). IFF was established to promote friendships and understanding of
different cultures of young people around the world. The coordinator, Scot King, has
been working with this exchange program for the past 21 years. The students will arrive
June 27th and leave July 26th. They are well-motivated, English proficient, fully insured
and have their own spending money. The basic responsibility of the family is to provide
a bed, meals, and lots of TLC, and the opportunity for their student to be a part of the
family. Approximately 30 families are needed to briefly share their home, love, and their
way of life. If you would like to be a host family, even for just a portion of the time,
please give Scot a call and arrangements can be made. With a willing heart, and a little
understanding, you will learn about another part of the world, or perhaps just simply
make a new friend for life.
American hosts families are given the opportunity to know and understand the
differences and similarities between their way of life, and the Spanish culture, ideas,
concerns, and beliefs. In a short time, a friendship is often established that will last a
lifetime, not to mention the pride that can be taken from having promoted a little slice of
international understanding. Students benefit by being afforded the opportunity to know
American culture first hand, not what is seen on television or in the movies, but the actual
day to day lifestyle of people who truly make America the fascinating place that it is.
The family benefits in turn as they are brought together to share their lives, culture and
the wonderful aspects of our country.
If you have any interest in sharing your heart and home for a few short weeks, please
contact Scot King at (732)892-2571, or you can email him at: Scot4Camille@gmail.com.
Hosting is fun for the entire family as well as an extremely enlightening, and rewarding
experience. *The posting of this flyer for Intercultural Friends Foundation does not
imply that this is a district sponsored event.

WHAT’S THE NEXT BEST THING TO
VISITING SPAIN?
Hosting an international student is a great way
to grow in a shrinking world…
HOSTING IS
FASCINATING!

IT’S REWARDING!

Discover a unique culture
Start on a new language
Learn about different customs
Participate in fun trips and
activities

Build lifetime friendships
Share America
Increase your community’s
international awareness

STUDENTS ARE
PREPARED…
Your student is fully
insured and brings
sufficient spending
money
IFF provides orientations
and 24-hour on call
service
You get support from a
trained Coordinator and
Overseas Representative

ALL WE ASK OF
YOU…
Allow your student to
become part of your
family
Speak English to your
student
Provide a bed, 3 meals a
day

Students arrive:
From Spain
6/27-7/26
Scot4Camille@gmail.com

Scot King
*The posting of this flyer for Intercultural Friends Foundation
does not imply that this is a district sponsored event.

(732) 892-2571

